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Automotive Wolf v4.43 released

Full Service for your car or truck !
The easiest most comprehensive way to keep your vehicle in safe and top running condition and
avoid costly repairs. Designed with our team of automotive experts with over 100 years of
experience in the industry.

(PRWEB) April 22, 2004 -- Automotive software designed for the average automobile owner or the serious car
enthusiast. Designed to be completely user configurable so you can "tailor" it to the specific needs of each of
your vehicles. Easily track repairs, scheduled maintenance, service history, fuel usage, operating costs and
much more. Automotive Wolf will remind you when service is due, and even help you diagnose and research
automotive problems. Our team of automotive experts with over 100 years of experience in the field of
automotive repair and design provided their expertise in the design of Automotive Wolf, including many
valuable car care tips and advice on keeping your vehicle in safe and excellent condition. Actually save money
and increase the resale value of your vehicle by simply using the software and following their
recommendations. Our award winning interface is both beautiful and functional. Easily set up a gauge to track
any maintenance requirement. Feature packed with options no other software can match. Automotive Wolf is
the best investment you can make in your vehicle. Try it out for 30 days completely FREE and then YOU
decide!
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Contact Information
Patrick Davis
LONE WOLF SOFTWARE
http://www.lonewolf-software.com/

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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